Allosteric energy at the hemoglobin beta chain C terminus studied by hydrogen exchange.
When hemoglobin switches from the deoxy (T) to the liganded (R) form, several of its peptide group NH experience a great increase in their rate of exchange with water. Selective labeling and fragment isolation experiments identify some of the sensitive protons as three to four near-neighbor H-bonded peptide NH placed between Ala140 beta and the C-terminal His146 beta residue. These NH have differing solvent accessibilities, yet all exchange at about the same rate, and they maintain a common rate in the face of modifications that change their exchange rate over a 1000-fold range. This suggests that their exchange is mediated by a concerted transient unfolding reaction. The removal of allosterically important salt links at the distant alpha subunit N termini (des-Arg141 alpha hemoglobin) has little if any effect on the indicator NH at the beta C terminus. This demonstrates the restricted reach of the separate allosteric interactions in the T form as well as the localized nature of the H-exchange probe. Breakage of a salt link at the beta chain C terminus (His146 beta to Asp94 beta) by chemical modification (NES-Cys93 beta hemoglobin) speeds exchange of the indicator peptide NH in T-state hemoglobin by six-fold, which corresponds to an allosteric destabilization at the C-terminal segment of 1 kcal (pH 7.4, 0 degrees C), according to local unfolding theory. This is in quantitative agreement with energy values obtainable from other measurements. These NH exchange with an average halftime of five hours in deoxy hemoglobin and 15 seconds in oxy hemoglobin. According to the unfolding model for protein H-exchange, the 1200-fold increase in rate indicates a loss of 3.8 kcal in structural stabilization free energy at or near the C terminus of each beta chain in the T to R transition (pH 7.4, 0 degrees C, with 2,3-diphosphoglycerate). This result together with other available data places about 70% of hemoglobin's total allosterically significant structural energy change at the beta chain C termini.